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INTRODUCTION
Spatial Data Infrastructures (SDIs), such as AuScope Grid [1] and the EU's INSPIRE [6, 7], are being planned and built using discovery, access and processing components based on a services model. While the principle of distribution and delegation using the internet is a major step forward from traditional data warehouses and private collections, the query-oriented interaction paradigm is merely evolutionary compared with traditional access systems designed for expert users. In contrast, the success and scalability of the world wide web has been based on hypertext, in which browsing is the key mode of interaction, supported by Universal Resource Identifiers (URIs).

Linked Data [2] has been proposed as the bridge from the browseable web to the deep web of technical data, organizing it as a graph. Linked Data is still based on web-pages (usually HTML) for user interactions, but supported by Resource Description Framework (RDF) for richer link semantics. Importantly, links are expected to frequently resolve to data in legacy file formats which serve as leaf-nodes, but in this way are made part of the web of resources. This has led to Linked Data being proposed in some influential jurisdictions as a panacea for publication of information managed by statutory agencies which is currently hard to access, including geospatial data [3, 9].

However, key standards used in SDI were designed on Linked Data principles, even before the name was coined. For instance, Geography Markup Language (GML) is essentially an RDF application, allowing for links embedded within data, with semantics provided by the name of the link element [11, 12]. In principle, SDIs should integrate seamlessly into the web of linked data. There are, however, a number of issues to consider or resolve in order to bring this about.

WHAT ARE THE RESOURCES?
The basic assumption of the Linked Data paradigm is linking to documents and to complete data-sets. While this may be appropriate, and often the only possibility, for file-oriented data, most geospatial data is organized in databases. A subset useful for a particular study is extracted by a parameterized query. The SDI service interface standards (WMS, WFS, SOS, WCS [10]) provide for the query to be encoded in a URL. Each new query implicitly creates a new 'resource', so a large, possibly infinite, set of distinct resources is associated with each database.

Because of this the interaction resource must provide a UI for query construction. But in this scenario, the links, and thus resources, are associated with a web application which is probably decoupled from the data-service itself. This is distinct from the conventional 'browse' metaphor, based on a list of links which refer to persistent resources defined and hosted in association with the data custodian. In this context, a directly usable representation of the service 'capabilities' statement in the form of a navigation resource would allow the standard SDI interfaces to fit better into the Linked Data world (and the mass-market web in general).

REPRESENTATIONS OR RESOURCES?
The Linked Data approach is based in REST principles and techniques [2, 8], in which content negotiation may be used for alternative resource representations. In the http protocol, selection of representation is on the basis of the MIME-type. However, under the domain-modeling principles used in the SDI community, the schema for reporting geospatial features is application-specific. For example, a road may be modeled in different communities as a link in a transportation network, as an engineering structure, or as an ecosystem boundary, etc. So the same real-world feature may be available from different (domain-specific) servers with different sets of properties, though all encoded using GML.

The identifiers disambiguate these representations. They act as different information-resources, but all associated with a single real-world (non-information) resource. Linked Data is adept at handling the case of multiple resources associated with a master URI (for the real-world resource), but this requires authoritative maintenance of persistent identifiers, perhaps as part of a gazetteer service.

STRUCTURED DATA AND LINKED DATA
Linked Data has focused on web-pages (primarily HTML) for human browsing, and RDF for semantics, assuming that other representations are opaque. However, this overlooks the wealth of XML data on the web, which has supported the mash-up phenomenon. Some is structured according to XML Schemas that provide semantics.

Technical applications can use content-negotiation to get a structured representation, so as to exploit the semantics. For example, in the earth and environmental sciences there is increasing use of data representations based on GML, such as GeoSciML, O&M, WaterML, AIXM and MOLES. GML was strongly influenced by RDF, and typed links are intrinsic: xlink:href plays the role that rdf:resource does in RDF representations, so GML data can also serve as a Linked Data navigation resource. Furthermore, many GML application schemas are derived directly from information models formalized using a UML profile that is easily transformable into RDF [3] and thus provides fairly rigorous semantics, though with some expressivity limitations, so semantics may be 'lifted' from the data. Services which expose GML-formatted resources (such as OGC Web Feature Service, WFS) are a prototype of Linked Data.
VOCABULARIES AND VOCABULARY SERVICES
Within structured datasets, semantic interoperability is achieved most easily by them using common sources for the content as well as structure. For example, within the geological sciences there is a long history of controlled vocabulary development and publication, supported by the stable institutional arrangements embodied in the Geological Surveys. Transforming these into semantic-web-friendly form (SKOS, RDF) is relatively straightforward [5, 13]. However, one of the key strengths of these resources is their orderly maintenance regime. Unfortunately this is an area where there has been insufficient attention in RDF technology, and standards for the recording of provenance and status have lagged in the current generation of triple-stores. The 'open world' assumption of the semantic web has led to the development of practices that are in some tension with the desire of some communities to agree to use 'standard' resources from recognized authorities.

CONCLUSIONS
Linked Data principles are compatible with SDI technologies that are currently under deployment in a number of jurisdictions. Some spatial data is naturally fitted to the identifier-orientation of Linked Data, particularly feature services that use GML for data transport. Lifting semantics from GML data should be straightforward. Gridded-data (maps, geophysics, numerical models) that is usually accessed as subsets generated by querying is less well suited for direct linking, but a linked data interpretation can be mediated by web-client interfaces. Services for vocabularies and identifiers for real-world features that are a pre-requisite for SDIs are highly amenable to deployment using semantic-web technologies.
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ABSTRACT
Spatial Data Infrastructures (SDIs) such as AuScope Grid and INSPIRE are being planned and built using discovery, access and processing components based on a services model. While the principle of distribution and delegation using the internet is a major step forward from traditional data warehouses and private collections, the query-oriented interaction paradigm is merely evolutionary, compared with traditional access systems designed for expert users.
In contrast, the success and scalability of the world wide web has been based on hypertext, in which browsing is the key mode of interaction, supported by Universal Resource Identifiers (URIs). Linked Data has been proposed as the bridge from the browseable web to the deep web of technical data. Linked Data is still based on web-pages (usually HTML) for user interactions, but supported by Resource Description Framework (RDF) for richer link semantics. Links can resolve to datasets in legacy file formats which thus serve as leaf-nodes, but can also be part of the web of resources.
Key standards used in SDI were designed on Linked Data principles, even before the name was coined. For instance, Geography Markup Language (GML) is essentially an RDF/XML application. Thus, in principle, SDIs should integrate seamlessly into the web of linked data. There are, however, a number of issues to consider or resolve in order to bring this about. These include: the definition of 'resource' in the context of databases that are accessed as projected subsets by query, accessed through web-service interfaces; multiple representations of the same feature from different services to support different applications; semantics embedded in structured representations expressed in non-RDF XML forms; standard vocabulary and identifier services.
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